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The influence of gross vehicle weight (GVW) and transport distance on timber trucking 13 

performance indicators – Discrete event simulation study in case environment in 14 

Central Finland 15 

Today, timber trucks of gross vehicle weight (GVW) up to 76 tonne are allowed to 16 

operate on Finnish roads from roadside landings to mills. Reducing trucking costs and 17 

exhaust gas emissions have been the dominant reasons for the increased GVWs of 18 

timber trucks. A discrete-event simulation (DES) method was used to compare the 19 

impact of the truck and payload size, trucking distance and timber assortment lengths 20 

on trucking performance indicators (e.g. productivity, energy efficiency and costs of 21 

trucking) in the procurement area of a case logistic company operating in Central 22 

Finland. The studied truck sizes were 68, 76 and 84t, of which the 76-t trucks dominate 23 

timber trucking in Finland. Over a transport distance of approx. 105km with an average 24 

assortment length of 4.2m, 76-t trucks had 9% higher and 12% lower productivity 25 

(m³/100km), 1% lower and 4% higher fuel consumption (l/m³) and 4% lower and 6% 26 

higher trucking cost (€/m³) compared to 68- and 84-tonner options, respectively. The 27 

improvement in regards to previous indicators was clearly bigger for the 76-tonner than 28 

the 68-tonner if the trucked wood assortments were lengthened to 5.0m. The 29 

differences in cost and fuel efficiency as well as annual trucking volumes were 30 

increased as a function of the trucking distance, when comparing the truck 31 

configurations with different GVWs and payloads. To conclude, the tendency of the 32 

size increase in GVWs in timber trucking in Finland can be justified in the light of the 33 

study results. 34 

Keywords: Timber truck; trucking productivity; energy efficiency; trucking costs; 35 

payload; transport distance; timber logistics 36 

37 
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Introduction 38 

During last ten years in Finland and Sweden a lot of effort has been made to enlarge the 39 

freight capacity of timber (log) trucks (Fogdestam and Löfroth 2015; Asmoarp et al. 2018; 40 

Venäläinen and Poikela 2019) and, thus, an increase in the gross vehicle weights (GVW) has 41 

occurred. However, as the freight capacity of the vehicles has increased, comprehensive 42 

testing, follow-up and analysis of the impacts on traffic safety, roads and bridges as well as 43 

on cost- and energy efficiency (Lappi and Iikkanen 2017; Asmoarp et al. 2018; Sauna-aho et 44 

al. 2018; Venäläinen and Poikela 2019) have been carried out. The fundamental reason for 45 

the development of the increased freight capacity in timber trucking has been to control and 46 

to reduce the logistic costs of round wood taken from the forest for use in industry. In 47 

Finland, for example, the forest industry has set a development goal 2025 to boost and 48 

enhance wood supply to produce added value to the value chain while being 30% more cost-49 

efficient within ten years (Niemelä et al.  2018).  50 

Engine and vehicle development (incl. the enlargement of the load space) have been 51 

and will be essential in order to reach the goals of the Paris Agreement and European 52 

Commission to reduce emissions in transport sector (Paris Agreement 2015; EC 2016; 2018). 53 

Customers and forest companies are more aware of environmental impacts, thus steps 54 

towards better emission efficiency in the timber supply are being addressed by the forest 55 

industry (Palander and Kärhä 2017; Niemelä et al. 2018). Reducing the fuel consumption and 56 

traffic-related exhaust gas emissions will also have a direct impact on the entire transport 57 

economy. In addition, economies of scale and transport efficiency will be achieved with the 58 

use of larger vehicle units and greater load capacities (Asmoarp et al. 2018; Venäläinen and 59 

Poikela 2019). As the performance and load capacity of one transport unit increase, fewer 60 

vehicles and drivers are required to transport the same amount of material than earlier.  61 
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The importance of timber transportation by road is essential in the supply chain of 62 

timber from the forest to mills. For example, in Finland 76% of all timber transports from 63 

forest roads to pulp and sawmills are carried out by roughly 1,500 timber (log) trucks 64 

(Strandström 2019). Moreover, in the long-distance transportation of timber by railway and 65 

waterway, truck transport is always one part of the logistics chain before the long-distance 66 

transport methods.  67 

Today, up to 76-t trucks in gross vehicle weight (GVW) are allowed to operate on 68 

Finnish roads. Since a legal reform allowing larger vehicles was implemented in 2013 in 69 

Finland, the use of 60-t trucks (representing the maximum GVW before the reform) has 70 

stopped and timber trucking is predominantly carried out by trucks weighing 76 tonnes and 71 

68 tonnes GVW representing 64% and 30% shares in 2018 (Venäläinen and Poikela 2019). 72 

Earlier all timber trucks were 7-axle units representing three axles per truck and four per 73 

trailer. To increase the GVW of the 68-t trucks, a 3-axle truck and a 5-axle trailer are 74 

required, whereas a 76-t GVW unit requires a 4-axle truck and the 5-axle trailer. Comparably 75 

in Sweden, 64-t timber trucks in GVW were legally operable from 2015, and, in 2017 an act 76 

to drive 74-t trucks on predefined roads permissible for 74-tonners was initiated (Asmoarp et 77 

al. 2018). 78 

In addition to the legally operable vehicles, so called High Capacity Transport (HCT) 79 

vehicles exceeding the country-specific limitations of maximum masses and dimensions have 80 

been operated and tested in timber trucking in especially in Finland and Sweden with special 81 

permits (Kyster-Hansen and Sjögren 2013; Asmoarp et al. 2018; Venäläinen and Poikela 82 

2019). In Finland, 84-tonner and 104-tonner timber trucks have been driven on predefined 83 

routes over a five-year testing period, whereas in Sweden HCT-piloting has been 84 

concentrated on 74-tonner and 90-tonner timber trucks  (Asmoarp et al. 2018; Venäläinen and 85 

Poikela 2019). The HCT-trucks for timber transports were predominantly focused on trucking 86 
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timber from terminals to mills, however an 84-tonner was operated also from forest roads to 87 

the delivery places (i.e., terminals and mills) on predefined roads in the northern part of 88 

Finland (Venäläinen and Poikela 2019). An extension period of five years after 2018 was not 89 

approved by the Finnish Transport and Communications Agency for the 84-t timber trucks 90 

operating on low level roads.   91 

Cut-to-length (CTL) harvesting in the Nordic countries has become more complex 92 

due to the increasing number of refined timber specifications to meet the customers’ demands 93 

(Uusitalo 2005; Nurminen et al. 2006). The high number of timber assortments harvested in 94 

cuttings has resulted in wood assortment lots with low volumes at roadside landings. This, in 95 

turn increases the driving and loading times of a truck to fill the load from several supply 96 

points, and thereby reduces the timber trucking efficiency (Väkevä et al. 2000; Nurminen and 97 

Heinonen 2007; Nurminen et al. 2009; Malinen et al. 2014). In Finland, for example typically 98 

2-10 wood assortments are harvested from thinnings and 6-16 in regeneration cuttings. The 99 

average lengths of wood assortments can often vary from 3m to 5.5m. 100 

Due to the large variations of dimensions (i.e., length and diameter) and fresh weight 101 

densities of wood assortments over the year, it is difficult to utilize either the whole frame 102 

volume of the load space or the maximum GVW of the truck (Korpilahti and Koskinen 2012; 103 

Korpilahti 2013; Palander and Kärhä 2017). With unfavorable lengths and long stored wood 104 

assortments (i.e. drier wood), the timber load can be far less than the allowed maximum 105 

GVW. In turn, with heavy fresh densities and certain lengths of wood assortments, the 106 

maximum GVW may be reached before the frame volume of the load space. According to a 107 

large survey of timber trucking in terms of GVW, loads and trucking distances, 39% of the 108 

loads were limited by the load frame volume and the rest (61%) by the maximum vehicle 109 

weight with the 76-tonners (Palander and Kärhä 2017). Especially shorter timber lengths 110 
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(3.0-4.0m) were unfavorable for reaching the maximum vehicle weight for the 76-tonners 111 

(Palander and Kärhä 2017).  112 

In the 21st century, follow up studies to explore the influence aspects such as 113 

operational, vehicle specific and road specific factors on trucking performance, timing and/or 114 

fuel consumption of the prevailing and dominant truck fleet have been carried out by Väkevä 115 

et al. (2000), Nurminen and Heinonen (2007), Holzleitner et al. (2011) and Klvač et al. 116 

(2013), for example. Joint results of long-term follow up studies concentrating merely on 117 

comparing legally operable trucks and HCT-trucks running with special permits have been 118 

presented, e.g., by Fogdestam and Löfroth (2015), Asmoarp  et al. (2018) and Venäläinen and 119 

Poikela (2019). Moreover, the variability and controllability of a truck’s GVW by aiming to 120 

achieve full payloads and effective timber trucking have been studied, e.g., by Ian et al. 121 

(2004), Brown and Ghaffariyan (2016), Trzcinski et al. (2013), Hamsley et al. (2007), 122 

Palander and Kärhä (2017).  123 

Ghaffariyan et al. (2018) carried out a review of timber truck fuel consumption 124 

studies and compiled fuel consumption models as a function of trucks’ payload; an increment 125 

of the payload by 190% increased fuel consumption per 100 kilometer of roughly 160%. 126 

Comparably, the fuel consumption per transported tonne-kilometer (t-km) will slightly 127 

decrease with an increased payload, which can be converted from the formulas by 128 

Ghaffariyan et al. (2018). According to the results of follow-up studies comparing 129 

conventional truck-trailer units to HCT-trucks in Finland and Sweden, larger trucks with 130 

higher payloads and a higher GVW resulted in even up to 20% lower fuel consumption per t-131 

km (Fogdestam and Löfroth 2015; Asmoarp  et al. 2018; Venäläinen and Poikela 2019). In 132 

addition to the payload and GVW of the truck, multiple other variables have an impact on the 133 

fuel consumption of timber trucks such as aerodynamics, as well as the driving distance and 134 

speed, road geometry, surface roughness of the road, driving behavior and vehicle properties 135 
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(e.g. Klvač et al. 2013; Karlsson et al. 2015; Walnum and Simonsen 2015; Svenson and Fjeld 136 

2016; Asmoarp et al. 2018; Venäläinen and Poikela 2019). 137 

System analysis studies regarding purely timber trucking or timber supply logistics 138 

with timber trucking have been studied using different research methods. More specifically, 139 

Nurminen et al. (2009) introduced an activity-based costing (ABC) management system for 140 

calculating the supply costs of each wood assortment for cutting, forest transport and road 141 

transport by timber trucks. Korpinen et al. (2019) studied the efficient use of transshipment 142 

terminals and HCT trucks when supplying pulpwood in Southeast Finland by using a 143 

dynamic simulation with an agent-based modeling (ABM) approach. Vehicle routing and /or 144 

the scheduling of timber trucks have been studied by Murphy (2003), Palmgren et al. (2004), 145 

Gronalt and Hirsch (2007), Andersson et al. (2008), Flisberg et al. (2009), Oberscheider et al. 146 

(2013) and Acuna and Sessions (2014) using mixed integer programming with some 147 

variations in the approaches to searching for optimal solutions (e.g., Tabu-search, near-exact 148 

solution).  149 

After the implementation of the legislation on larger vehicle masses and heights in 150 

Finland at the end of 2013, the understanding of the efficient use of most used truck sizes in 151 

GVW (i.e. 68 and 76-tonners) has developed from practice and from studies in Finland (e.g. 152 

Ojala 2015; Palander and Kärhä 2017). However, studying the performances of truck sizes in 153 

similar and comparable trucking conditions in practice is time consuming and/or expensive to 154 

set up and complete. Thus, a dynamic simulation method with a discrete-event simulation 155 

(DES) approach was selected for this study to compare the impact of truck and payload size, 156 

trucking distance and timber assortment lengths on trucking performance. 68-t and 76-t truck-157 

trailer units, which predominantly operate from forest landings to end-use places and 158 

terminals in Finland, were the truck sizes of interest. As a theoretical reference, the 159 

performance of an 84-t GVW truck-trailer unit was simulated and compared. The study case 160 
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environment, located in Central Finland, represented fairly challenging logistic conditions 161 

with a high number of wood assortments to be delivered to several delivery places and 162 

relatively short distances. 163 

The objectives of the study were to clarify the impact of the timber truck size, 164 

payload, driving distance and lengths of wood assortments on indicators of trucking 165 

performance using the DES method. Performance indicators of interest included the annual 166 

trucking volume in cubic meters, productivity in cubic meters per 100km of driven distance, 167 

trucking costs per transported cubic meter of timber, and the fuel consumption efficiency in 168 

liters per cubic meter of timber. 169 

Materials and Methods 170 

Modelling the system environment 171 

Introduction to the timber trucking simulation model  172 

The DES method using WITNESS simulation software integrated with Excel-based 173 

parameter input was used to model the system environment and to conduct simulations of the 174 

determined study scenarios. The first version of the timber trucking simulation model was 175 

compiled and presented by Annevelink et al. (2017) and model updates were carried out to 176 

better match the operating environment and the simulation scenarios of interest in this study. 177 

The simulation model consists of a predetermined operating area with roadside 178 

landings, a road network, delivery places and timber trucks hauling timber from the roadside 179 

landings to delivery places. The trucks are operated according to the timber demand and fulfil 180 

the supply of each delivery place at a given time. The timber demand for each delivery place 181 

was defined by using the 2016 historical timber supply data from the trucking company 182 

where timber was hauled on a year-round basis when timber became available for hauling. 183 

However, timber transports to meet the timber demand may be changed depending on the 184 
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system boundaries and constraints. The set of constraints influencing the timber trucking 185 

logistics by the highest demand included i) the amount of transported timber assortment at a 186 

simulation time versus the demand of each assortment on a monthly level, ii) the maximum 187 

number of arrivals of each truck per shift to the delivery place, iii) the daily opening hours of 188 

timber receptions of delivery places, iv) transportable volumes of timber assortments at road 189 

side landings and v) the maximum storage times of timber assortments at roadside landings.  190 

In addition to the main trucking logistics, the running of timber trucks in the model 191 

are controlled by the work shifts of drivers, statutory and work specific breaks, time 192 

consumption and driving speed formulas for timber trucking in Finland (Nurminen and 193 

Heinonen 2007), as well as the driving distances and specifications for timber loading and 194 

unloading.  195 

Operation environment specifications 196 

The operation environment of the studied system was located in Central Finland 197 

(Figure 1). The timber trucking logistics of the simulation system were constructed to match 198 

the logistics of a timber supply operator transporting timber from roadside landings to 199 

delivery places in the procurement area. Specifications for the trucking logistics were 200 

discussed with the transport manager of a trucking company. In total 12 delivery places were 201 

entered into the system environment; 8 sawmills, 2 pulp mills and 2 train terminals. Each 202 

delivery place had a number of timber assortments and volumes on a monthly level to be 203 

supplied by the trucking operator. In Figure 2 the supply volumes of the timber assortments 204 

are presented. In the simulations, four timber trucks were defined to transport the timber to 205 

the delivery places. 206 

Roadside (RS) landings of timber for the simulation were artificially generated by 207 

sorting logging sites from the large historical data sets of the sites from timber purchasing 208 

companies operating in the study area. The initial logging site data included removals in 209 
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volume and log wood-pulpwood ratios of each tree species, the location in co-ordinates, the 210 

average stem size of each tree species and the finishing date recording of the logging. The 211 

selection of logging sites for the study from the initial logging site data was determined so, 212 

that i) selected sites were within the typical supply area of the timber trucking company and, 213 

ii) the sites’ wood species and sawn wood-pulpwood ratio fulfilled the timber assortment 214 

distribution to meet the delivery places’ demand for one year. After the selection of the 215 

logging sites to be used in the simulations as data for the RS landings, timber assortments and 216 

volumes were determined by the site-specific information on the tree species’ sawn wood-217 

pulpwood ratios and the RS landing location in relation to the locations of each delivery 218 

place. Short distances were weighted when determining timber assortments and their delivery 219 

places to each RS landing.  220 

The average size of the RS landings was 410m³ with a range of 30–1,597m³. The size 221 

corresponded well the typical landing size (i.e., logging site removal) variation in Central 222 

Finland. The number of timber assortments at the RS landings varied from 2 to 12 and 223 

resulted in 9 as an average. The minimum volume of each assortment was set to 10m³. The 224 

timber demand of each delivery place was defined by utilizing the history data of the timber 225 

supply from the trucking company representing 2016. Road network data by DigiRoad 226 

(Digiroad 2018) and a road network analysis in ArcGIS were used to calculate the shortest 227 

road distances from thee RS landings to delivery places. Road distances from the RS landings 228 

to the timber destinations varied from 2 to 235km averaging 85km. 229 

Control of simulation runs of one year 230 

Timber trucks had timber cranes attached all the time during the simulation run, which is 231 

typical in the practical timber trucking case area, mostly due to the short driving distances. In 232 

addition, all the hauling cycles of the timber were carried out from the RS landings and 233 
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hauled directly to the delivery places, thus no intermediate storage was used. Weekly 234 

operations followed consisted of two working shifts (i.e. day and night shifts) so that 235 

Saturday afternoon and whole Sunday were off-shift. A holiday period was set for the whole 236 

of July. 237 

At the start of the simulation run, the RS landings were read from the base data for all 238 

of the RS landings into the adaptive RS landing matrix including volumes of wood 239 

assortments, co-ordinates and the driving distances from the RS landings to the delivery 240 

places. The base data included the RS landings in a chronological order following the 241 

registered finishing time of the timber logging for each site. The maximum size of the 242 

adaptive RS landing matrix was set to 80 RS landings and the matrix was updated with new 243 

RS landings two times per week in chronological order (i.e. emptied landings were replaced 244 

by the next ones from the base data). An adaptive RS landing matrix with a varying timber 245 

volume corresponded to the harvesting production of the logging fleet supplying timber for 246 

truck transports in the timber supply area. In the scenario simulations, the same order of RS 247 

landings was followed. The selection of the landings and truck routing was conducted by the 248 

volume and location information for the RS landings’ timber assortments in the adaptive RS 249 

landing matrix. 250 

For each simulation scenario, the monthly demands for the timber assortments for 251 

each delivery place were rescaled to match the annual performance of each truck type with 252 

the same number of working hours (Figure 2). Thus, each truck type had the same number of 253 

working days, but the transported volumes differed between truck types. The delivery shares 254 

of timber assortments were kept the same for the different truck types. 255 
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Selection rule for the delivery place, timber assortment and RS landing in each hauling 256 

cycle 257 

In the timber trucking simulation model, the delivery place, timber assortment and RS 258 

landing are selected by the predefined ruling for each trucking cycle. In the selection ruling, 259 

the timber assortment with the highest demand in volume was prioritized. The highest timber 260 

demand in a particular simulation time was determined by the amount of transported timber 261 

assortment versus the demand for each assortment to each delivery place within a particular 262 

month. However, if any of the defined constraints were active, the timber assortment and the 263 

delivery place could change. The set of constraints influencing the ruling of timber trucking 264 

included i) the maximum number of arrivals of each truck per shift to the delivery place, ii) 265 

the daily opening hours of the delivery place’s timber reception, iii) the available timber 266 

volume of each assortment at each RS landing, and iv) the maximum storage time of timber 267 

assortments at roadside landings. Moreover, in order to emphasize truck-specific operating 268 

areas, each truck had unique weighing coefficients [0-1] for each wood assortment while 269 

determining the highest timber demand in the simulation time. Once the RS landing was 270 

selected for the truck as a source for timber hauling, the RS landing was reserved only for 271 

that truck until the time the truck had been loaded and had left from the RS landing location. 272 

Thus, reserved RS landings cannot be selected by other trucks.   273 

A maximum arrival for the specific truck in one shift was set to two arrivals per 274 

specific delivery place. Timber receptions of pulp wood receiving facilities (pulp mills and 275 

train terminals) were open day and night (4 delivery places), whereas the opening times of the 276 

sawmills’ timber receptions varied between 6:00-16:00 and 6:00-22:00. One sawmill had 277 

exceptional opening times and their timber reception was open day and night. The maximum 278 

storage time for sawn wood assortments was set as fixed to 40 days and pulp wood 279 

assortments for 50 days. If the storage time of a timber assortment exceeded these maximum 280 

storage times, there was a 7-day time window to select the roadside landing for trucking the 281 
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timber to delivery place. During these days, 70km was set as the maximum road distance for 282 

each truck to select the RS landing location for the operations. After exceeding the time 283 

window, the first truck selecting for the upcoming hauling route had to fulfill this constraint.  284 

If none of the constraints were limiting, the next RS landing was selected by the 285 

delivery place and a timber assortment with the highest demand at that moment. If the 286 

delivery place was other than the place where the truck was leaving from, backhauling 287 

occurred (Figure 3). The simulation logic selected the RS landing location with the shortest 288 

distance from the current truck location. By that means, the routing enabled the RS landings 289 

to be selected with a long hauling distance to the delivery place of the call, hence resulting in 290 

shorter hauling cycles compared to hauling cycles which would start from and return to the 291 

same place. 292 

If the delivery place of the call was set to be the same as the place of the previous 293 

delivery, the selection of the site followed the closest available RS landing with the shortest 294 

road distance. If the site was located further than 70km by road, the wood assortment and 295 

delivery place with the second highest timber demand was selected. While defining and 296 

selecting the RS landing matching the call, the RS landings which contained at minimum a 297 

full truck-trailer load volume of the called assortment or assortments at the same delivery 298 

place, were preferred. If “full load RS landings” were not available, a combination of RS 299 

landings to fill the load space was determined using the shortest road distance approach. The 300 

logic of the RS landing and wood assortment selection for the truck is shown in Figure 4.  301 

Hauling cycle of a timber truck 302 

A simulation run of the timber trucking started from a predefined truck park with a fixed 303 

location at start of the morning shift by driving a truck unloaded to a pre-appointed RS 304 

landing. According to the rules for the timber trucking logistics, the proper RS landing was 305 
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selected from the adaptive RS landing matrix. For the loading and unloading times of single 306 

and multiple assortments, a combination of time element parameters by Nurminen and 307 

Heinonen (2007) and modified parameters were used (Table 1 and Table 2). Some of the 308 

parameter values were estimations by the researchers reviewed and approved by a person 309 

involved in timber trucking operations. In addition, trucking speed formulas for driving 310 

empty, driving loaded and driving between RS landings were taken from the study by 311 

Nurminen and Heinonen (2007).  312 

If the timber assortment at the RS landing was not enough to fill the load space, and 313 

the landing contained an assortment or assortments with the same delivery place as the called 314 

assortment had, loading was continued by filling the rest of the free load space with these 315 

assortments. If the load space was not filled up at the RS landing, an additional landing was 316 

selected using the shortest distance approach and, thus the truck would drive between RS 317 

landing sites. However, if the size of the load was no more than 4m³ smaller than the 318 

calculated load capacity for the timber, the truck started driving as loaded from the RS 319 

landing to the delivery place.  320 

Eight-axle, nine-axle and ten-axle timber tucks with 68t, 76t and 84t of respective 321 

GVWs were selected for simulating trucking scenarios (Figure 5). The timber assortment 322 

specific load capacity was calculated for each of truck-trailer type. The average fresh weight 323 

density of each timber assortment for the winter (average values from South Finland) (Table 324 

3), the load space dimensions of the truck and the trailer, loading density of the timber 325 

assortment and the mass limitations for the truck and the trailer were used in the capacity 326 

calculations (Korpilahti 2013, Korpilahti and Koskinen 2013) (Table 4). For all truck types, 327 

the cross-sectional area of carrier’s load space was 6.93m² and for the trailer 7.16m², 328 

respectively. The lengths of load spaces for the 68, 76 and 84-tonners were 6.7m, 7.2m and 329 

9.1m respectively for the carriers and 10.2m for the trailers. In all loads, the timber crane of 330 
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the truck was included in the load capacity calculation.  The average total vehicle masses for 331 

the 68 and 76-tonners corresponded closely to the masses of the follow-up studies by Näsärö 332 

and Korpilahti (2015) and Palander and Kärhä (2017), in which the average fresh weight 333 

densities during the winter were used in the simulations. In this study an 84-tonner has been 334 

selected as a comparable scenario. 335 

According to the load size calculation for each of the truck type configurations, 336 

variations in the load size and vehicle’s total mass when loaded were relatively large within 337 

timber assortments (Table 5). Trucks’ GVWs were allowed to exceed by two tonnes at max., 338 

while determining the load size for each timber assortment and truck type.   339 

After arriving at the delivery place, an additional delay time expressed in minutes was 340 

determined by a theoretical distribution (Triangle: mean 10; min. 8; max. 15) (see Table 2). 341 

The delay time included scaling of the trucking unit and a short waiting before the unloading. 342 

Unloading was always carried out using the timber crane of the truck-trailer unit and the 343 

timing of the unloading was calculated with the parameters presented in Table 1. A separate 344 

delay time for minor repairs, maintenance and refueling was included in a theoretical 345 

distribution (LogNormal: mean 7.83; SD 17). Before the start of the next load cycle, a new 346 

RS landing was selected from the adaptive RS landing matrix using the timber trucking by 347 

demand rule. On occasions, when the weekday was a Wednesday or Saturday and the 348 

daytime work shift was about to end (with less than one hour of time remaining), the truck-349 

trailer unit was directed to a truck park either from the delivery place or from the loading 350 

place to make a shift change. This procedure took into account additional (i.e., 351 

uncompensated) driving in all scenarios. In all other cases, the shift change was conducted at 352 

the beginning or the end of the route where the truck was at the time of the shift change. For 353 

each work shift, the durations of break-times (incl. meal, coffee and statutory breaks) and 354 

shift changes were determined using the normal distributions: break-time: Normal(mean 355 
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45min, SD 2min),  shift change time: Normal(mean 18min, SD 2min). In the simulation run, 356 

break-time occurred once roughly in the middle of the work shift and shift change time at the 357 

end of the work shift. In Figure 6, the logic of the timber trucking is illustrated. 358 

Simulation scenarios and calculation of energy efficiency and costs 359 

Two main scenario-sets were made for the simulation scenarios; a scenario-set of road 360 

distances for a business as usual-case and a scenario-set of timber truck types. In all distance 361 

scenarios, scenarios for all three truck types were defined. In the business as usual (BAU) 362 

scenarios the road distances corresponded to the distances from the analysis of digital road-363 

data. Three additional distance-scenarios were determined; BAUdist-15km, BAUdist+15km, 364 

BAUdist+30km (Table 6). To test the influence of the carrier weight for the 84-tonner, one 365 

scenario simulation was carried out in BAU conditions. In addition, the influence of the 366 

timber length on the result indicators for the 68 and the 76-t trucks were studied by 367 

comparing two timber length scenarios with average lengths of 4.2 and 5.0 meters. Thus, in 368 

total 15 scenarios were simulated and analyzed. A straightforward method was used to 369 

calculate the road distances for the additional distance-scenarios: a distance increase or 370 

decrease was calculated from the initial values of the BAU’s road distances between roadside 371 

landings and delivery places at 15km intervals. However, the distances between roadside 372 

landings were kept the same in all scenarios.  373 

Each of the simulation scenarios was replicated five times to confirm the accepted 374 

level of variation in the results of the scenario runs. Average values and 95% confidence level 375 

values were expressed for the productivity values, whereas only average values were shown 376 

for the other results. For each simulation scenario the trucking performance indicators were 377 

shown (i.e., the annual timber trucking volume, driving efficiency in cubic meters per 100km, 378 

energy efficiency in liters per cubic meter and the cost efficiency in euros per cubic meter). 379 
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The fuel consumption values were acquired from the Finnish Transport and Logistics SKAL 380 

organization and Metsäteho Ltd. (Table 7).    381 

The cost accounting format followed conventional Finnish cost accounting standards 382 

for road transport vehicles (Ajoneuvojen… 2009). The purchase prices of each truck carrier 383 

type and trailer were acquired from truck and trailer dealers in 2016 and other cost factors 384 

and values were converted from the values received from the organization Finnish transport 385 

and logistics SKAL. However, all the cost factor values were scaled to match the price level 386 

in March 2018 using cost indexes from Statistics Finland. The values for the cost calculations 387 

are presented in Table 7. 388 

389 
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Results 390 

Operational data 391 

The average trip distance of one hauling cycle varied from 132km to 138km for the vehicle 392 

types in the BAU scenario. Due to the larger load space of the 76- and 84-t trucks, the trip 393 

distance or average transport distances were longer than for the 68-tonner (Table 8 and Figure 394 

7). The larger the vehicle type and the load was, the smaller the share of single source loads 395 

were (i.e., more multisource loads at different RS landings) and thus, the longer driving 396 

distance between RS landings to fill the load was (Table 8).  397 

The average total weights of the trucks were 98.7%, 94.2% and 93.7% of the GVW 398 

for the 68, 76 and 84-tonners, respectively. Compared to a 68-t truck, the volumetric size of 399 

the average load was 8.0% higher for a 76-t truck and 23.9% higher for an 84-t truck (Table 400 

2). The differences in the operating hour productivity and the driving performance in 401 

m³/100km were more moderate. The 76-tonner had 5.2% and 7.4% and, 84-tonner had 14.0% 402 

and 19.7% higher values than the 68-tonner (Table 8). In the comparison of the energy 403 

efficiency of timber trucking in liters per transported m³ of timber, the 84-tonner had 2% 404 

lower fuel consumption than the 68-tonner had.  405 

The most time-consuming work element was driving the tucks when loaded, 406 

representing 24-26% in the BAU scenario and 28-30% in BAU+30km scenario (Figure 8). 407 

The larger the vehicle unit was the lower the share of driving loaded and unloaded were, and 408 

the larger the share of the loading, unloading and driving between decks were. Alternatively, 409 

when comparing the work element consumptions for one load cycle, the vehicle types 410 

differed from each other in loading, unloading and driving between piles, while diving empty 411 

and driving loaded were about the same.     412 

 413 
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Annual trucking volumes 414 

The 84-tonner trucked 11.6–15.8% more timber in one year compared to the 68-tonner in 415 

comparable annual working hours (Figure 9, Table 9). The respective figures were 6.8–9.1% 416 

while comparing the 84-tonner and the 76-tonner. The 76-tonner had a 4.5–6.2% better 417 

annual trucking performance than the 68-tonner had. The performance difference increased as 418 

the driving distance increased. The influence of a distance decrease of 15km of the road 419 

distance was a 7.5-10.3% increase in the annual trucking performance depending on the 420 

vehicle type and distance. 421 

Driving, energy and cost efficiency 422 

The 84-tonner reacted most positively to the longer distances in terms of the driving 423 

efficiency in m³/100km and energy efficiency in l/m³ compared to smaller vehicle types 424 

(Table 9). At distances of BAU+30km, which corresponded to a hauling cycle of 195-198km, 425 

the 68-tonner and 76-tonner had 18.9% and 11.0% lower driving efficiency and, 5.1% and 426 

4.1% higher fuel consumption in liters per 100km compared to the 84-tonner, in respective 427 

order.  428 

Regarding the unit costs for each trucked m³ of timber, the smallest differences 429 

between the vehicle types were in the shortest distance scenario (BAU-15km); the 68-tonner 430 

was 6.4% and the 76-tonner was 4.3% more expensive than the 84-tonner (Figure 10). In the 431 

BAU+30km scenario the differences were 10.1% and 6.4%, respectively. Respective 432 

comparisons of the 76-tonner and other truck types are presented in Table 10.  433 

Timber lengths and RS landing volumes 434 

If the average timber length of each assortment was lengthened to 5 meters from the BAU 435 

scenario averaging 4.2m in length, the influence on the trucking performance was distinctly 436 
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larger for 76-t vehicle than for the 68-t vehicle (Table 11). The average vehicle mass 437 

increased by just 1.9% for the 68-t vehicle, whereas the 76-t vehicle’s mass increased by 4%. 438 

Moreover, the load size increased by 6.7% for the 76-tonner and only 3.1% for the 68-tonner. 439 

Due to the improved filling of load space for the 76-tonner, the annual trucking volume also 440 

increased more for the 76-tonner than the 68-tonner. Additionally, the trucking cost was 4.2% 441 

lower for the 76-t truck compared to the 68-tonner in the BAU scenario with a five-meter 442 

wood assortment length. 443 

To evaluate operational conditions of the simulation scenarios, timber volumes of the 444 

RS landings were recorded once per week from each simulation (Table 12). Neither the 445 

average nor the SD values of the RS landing volumes differed much while comparing 446 

scenarios. For example, distinctly smaller RS landing volume levels would have increased 447 

difficulties in trucking by increasing the share of driving between the RS landings and the 448 

landing selections with longer driving distances. On average, 10,000m³ of an RS landings’ 449 

timber volume corresponded to the amount which could be trucked in 17 working shifts using 450 

68-t trucks (with 4 trucks) in the BAU scenario, whereas 84-t trucks can transport the 451 

corresponding timber volume in 15 working shifts (i.e. in one and a half weeks). 452 

453 
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Discussion 454 

Timber trucking simulations were carried out using a discrete-event simulation model 455 

constructed for the study. Test and pre-simulation runs, with visualization of the timber 456 

trucking in a map presentation, and by using time element diagrams, distribution histograms 457 

of the variables of interest and changes in the adaptive RS landing matrix ensured the 458 

verification of the simulation model.  459 

Some aspects need to be emphasized for a discussion of the model validation when 460 

comparing the model assumptions, input-output transformations and accuracy of the outputs 461 

to a real system. No intermediate storage was included in the simulations and all timber was 462 

trucked from the RS landings straight to the delivery places (mills and train terminals). In 463 

practice, in the late winter, a large share of the trucking capacity is directed to transport 464 

timber from the RS landings with poorer road connections to intermediate terminals next to 465 

roads with good trafficability. In addition, some truck drivers have working patterns which 466 

involve loading of several wood assortments with smaller volumes from RS landing to empty 467 

the storage and transporting mixed-timber load to the closest timber terminal, wherefrom one 468 

assortment loads are trucked to mill. In turn, this leads to additional loading and unloading of 469 

timber compared to a working pattern with direct trucking from RS landing to mill.   470 

Of the operating area, the RS landings with the most unfavorable locations related to 471 

the delivery places were often neglected in the selection of the upcoming load cycle. This was 472 

due to the procedure for finding the closest available RS landing for the targeted timber. 473 

Thus, most often the timber of these RS landings was transported at the end of the maximum 474 

timber storage time. Comparably in practice, depending on the road condition or if there is 475 

high demand for certain saw log assortment, for example, the assortments are quite often 476 

transported from the RS landings within a short time frame. 477 
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Due to the lack of time studies and/or follow-up data for the truck sizes of interest, the 478 

same work element functions and functions of trucking speeds were used for all truck sizes. 479 

The functions used were from the study by Nurminen and Heinonen (2007), which consisted 480 

of 60-t truck-trailer units. The drivers, who have had experience with 60-tonners and the 76-481 

tonners, have speculated that the driving speeds on lower level roads decreased with full 482 

loads of 76 tonnes in GVW mainly due to the higher loads and swaying of the vehicle unit on 483 

uneven roads. In addition, loading has been estimated to be more time consuming per unit 484 

than for the previous GVW due to the necessity for higher precision while adjusting the 485 

grapple load into the load space to reach as high a filling rate as possible (i.e., as close to the 486 

GVW of the truck as possible). In this respect, in the simulations the time consumption 487 

formulas for these time elements of the hauling cycle may result in slight underestimations. 488 

On the other hand, unloading the timber was always carried out by the timber loader, which 489 

overestimates the time for unloading especially compared to unloading the timber using 490 

wheel loaders or material handling machines at mill yards. Moreover, the simulation did not 491 

include extra time which occurs on a daily basis due to adjusting the driving to match the 492 

mills’ time windows for truck arrivals in practice. While discussing the trucking 493 

performances of different GVWs, it must be emphasized that 84 tonners are not operating 494 

anymore from RS landings in Finland. With a special permit, a few 84 tonner trucks are 495 

operating from terminals to pulp and saw mills on predetermined routes. 496 

The operational environment in the BAU scenarios resulted in relatively short load 497 

cycle distances and thus short trucking distances when loaded. In Finland, the average 498 

trucking distance from the roadside landing to the mill was 105km in 2018 (Strandström 499 

2019). Thereby, scenario results of the BAU+30km corresponded better to the statistics and 500 

results of other studies. Fuel efficiency calculations (l/m³) were rough approximates due to 501 

the use of fixed fuel consumption values for each truck type. In studies by Venäläinen and 502 
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Poikela (2019) and Klvač et al. (2013) the increased driving distance had a decreasing effect 503 

on fuel consumption. The reasons for the reduced fuel consumption as the distance increases 504 

are the reduced proportion of crane use and the increased share of better roads. Recently, for 505 

the 76-tonner and the 84-tonner, fuel consumption curves as a function of the driving distance 506 

have been presented by Venäläinen and Poikela (2019). Comparable formulas for the 68-507 

tonner were not available. To compare the correspondence of the 68- and 76-tonner payloads 508 

and total weights with the follow-up study results by Palander and Kärhä (2016), the 509 

payloads were roughly one tonne smaller and the total weights were two to three tonnes 510 

smaller than in the study by Palander and Kärhä (2016). The values by Palander and Kärhä 511 

(2016) included a timber loader and its weight, thus the results were comparable to these 512 

simulation results. 513 

Depending on the season, location, tree species and the combination of the cutting 514 

date of the timber and the storage time, the fresh weight density of pulp wood can vary up to 515 

100kg/m³, according to the Lindblad and Repola (2019). Thereby, instead of fixed fresh 516 

weight densities for timber assortments, as used in this study, varying fresh weight densities 517 

throughout the year may have impacted the results and comparisons between the truck types. 518 

Particularly, the 68-tonner and the 84-tonner would have had a larger load increase in volume 519 

than the 76-tonner if summer weight densities would have been used. Difficulties in reaching 520 

the maximum GVW of the 76-tonner was due to the short timber lengths and light timber as 521 

Palander and Kärhä (2017) also found. Either trucking longer wood assortments with the 522 

current truck specifications or constructing 76-tonner tractors with longer load space would 523 

increase the load capacity and thus, improve the trucking performance of 76-tonners 524 

compared to the 68-tonner.  525 

While comparing the proportion of multi-sourced loads, in the follow-up study by 526 

Nurminen and Heinonen (2007) for a 60-t truck-trailer unit the proportion was 38% of all 527 
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loads, and in our study only a bit higher (41-44%) for the 68-t and 76-t trucks. In addition, the 528 

average driving distance between RS landings was 13.9km in Nurminen and Heinonen 529 

(2007) and 26km in Väkevä et al. (2000), whereas in this simulation study it was 27-28km for 530 

the 68- and 76-tonners. Moreover, the share of single assortment loads (77% for the 68-531 

tonner) was somewhat similar in our study compared to the share in Nurminen and Heinonen 532 

(2007) (84%). Thereby, the load cycle routing indicators, presented above, verify the 533 

simulation and validate the results in this context.   534 

With the 76-tonner and the transport distance of 105km (BAU+30km), the trucking 535 

cost was identical (7.6€/m³) with the average timber trucking cost in Finland 2018 536 

(Strandström 2019). In cost calculations by Venäläinen and Poikela (2019) for the 76-tonner 537 

the annual trucking performance was 67,500m³, whereas for a comparable transport distance 538 

(105km; BAU+30km) it was roughly 64,000m³ in the current simulations. Venäläinen and 539 

Poikela (2019) calculated a 7.5% cost saving with an 84-tonner compared to a 76-tonner for a 540 

100km distance. In respective comparison, the cost saving was 6.4% in our study.  541 

The differences in energy efficiency between the vehicle types were small in the BAU 542 

scenario due to the short trucking distances and higher share of other work than just driving. 543 

In the BAU+30km scenarios, the 84-tonner consumed 4% less fuel per m³ of timber than the 544 

76-tonner at a driving distance of roughly 105km. Respectively, Venäläinen and Poikela 545 

(2019) calculated roughly a 10% fuel saving. Fuel consumption per cubic meter over a 546 

100km distance was about the same for the 76-tonner in Venäläinen and Poikela (2019) than 547 

in our study. However, for the 84-tonner, the monitored fuel consumption in Venäläinen and 548 

Poikela (2019) resulted in a lower average fuel consumption per 100km than the value used 549 

in our simulations. In addition to this, another influencing factor on the differences was the 550 

volume of the payload used in the calculations. The timber lengths of the trucked wood 551 
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assortments in our study resulted in low filling rates especially for the 76-tonner and the 84-552 

tonner trucks as could be seen in Table 8.    553 

DES modelling proved its applicability to compile a complex study environment and 554 

to conduct a dynamic system analysis of the timber trucking logistics. Further use of the 555 

model would help us to make more sensitivity analysis of the variables of interest in identical 556 

operational environments. More specifically, a more detailed analysis of the impact of the 557 

fresh weight density and timber assortment length variations on trucking performance for 558 

different vehicle combinations should still be carried out.  559 

The tendency of the size increase in GVWs in timber trucking in Finland can be 560 

justified in the light of the study results. The best option was 84-t timber truck due to the 561 

distinctly longer load space and bigger payload of the truck (i.e. prime mover) when 562 

compared to trucks of lighter GVWs. However, compared to 68- and 76-tonners, few meters 563 

longer and several tonnes heavier vehicle unit of 84-tonner may have more difficulties to 564 

operate in forest roads with limited trafficability and more restrictions to pass bridges with 565 

weight limits. Moreover, we have to bear in mind that currently 84-t timber truck is not 566 

allowed on road network in Finland due to permissible maximum weight of 76 tonnes.   567 

To conclude, the same trend was identified in this study as in earlier studies. In terms 568 

of cost and fuel efficiency as well as annual trucking volumes, by the use of heavier GVWs 569 

and bigger payloads in timber trucking the benefit increases as a function of the distance 570 

compared to truck configurations with lower GVWs and payloads (e.g., Laitila et al. 2016; 571 

Asmoarp et al. 2018; Prinz et al. 2018; Venäläinen and Poikela 2019). These findings 572 

concerning the use of heavier GVWs in timber transports promote the national and 573 

international goals to reduce exhaust emissions per transported volumes, to decrease the truck 574 

density on roads and to ease the shortage of drivers for trucking timber in the future.  575 

 576 
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Table 1. The time parameters used for loading and unloading timber truck for each handled 719 

m³ of timber. All unloading was carried out using the truck’s own timber crane. 720 

Single assortments Loading, min/m³ Unloading, min/m³

sawn wood 0.44 1 0.34 2

pulpwood (long) 0.74 1&2 0.6 2

pulpwood (short) 1.05 
1&2

1 
2

energy wood 1.2
 2

1.2 
2

Multiple assortments Loading, min/m³ Unloading, min/m³

2 assortments (sawn wood) 
2

0.54 0.44

3 assortments (sawn wood) 2 0.64 0.54

4 assortments (sawn wood) 2 0.74 0.64

2 assortments (pulp wood) 2 0.94 0.74

3 assortments (pulp wood) 2 1.04 0.84

1 Nurminen and Heinonen (2007), 2 expert estimations, 1&2 Updated value from Nurminen and Heinonen (2007) and expert estimation  721 

 722 

723 
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Table 2. Auxiliary times during loading and unloading. 724 

Auxiliary time during loading Time duration

single-sourced loads 
1
, min/RS storage 11.25

multi-source loads 1, min/RS storage 6.52

Delay time during loading Time duration

By lognormal distribution (mean 
1
, SD 

2
),  min/load 7.83, 17

Auxiliary time during unloading Time duration

By triangular distribution 2 (mean, min, max), min/load 10, 8, 15
1 Nurminen and Heinonen (2007), 2 expert estimations  725 

 726 

727 
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Table 3. Wood assortment specifications including the assortment type, fresh weight density, 728 

loading density, average log length and number of bundles in a carrier and a trailer.   729 

 730 

Wood assortment 

type

No. of 

assortments

Fresh weight 

density 1 , kg/m³

Loading 

density 1, %

Log                  

lengths 2, m

No. of bundles in 

carrier; 68t, 76t, 84t

No. of bundles       

in trailer

Pine saw log 6 850-870 68-69 4.3-4.6 1, 1, 1-2 2

Spruce saw log 5 790 68-69 4.3-4.6 1, 1, 1-2 2

Birch saw log 2 860-900 60-66 3.4 2 3

Pine small sized log 3 930 62-63 4.3-5.0 1, 1, 1-2 2

Spruce small sized log 2 845 62 4.3-5.0 1, 1, 1-2 2

Pine pulpwood 2 950 61 4.3 1, 1, 1-2 2

Spruce pulpwood 1 865 61 4.3 1, 1, 1-2 2

Birch pulpwood 3 910 52-54 3.0-5.0 1-2, 1-2, 1-3 2-3

Energywood 1 600 46 5.0 1, 1, 1-2 2

Total 25

1 Korpilahti (2013), Korpilahti & Koskinen (2013)731 
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Table 4. Vehicles’ tare masses, payloads and total masses with the load for the truck and the 732 

trailer.  733 

 734 

 735 

Vehicle masses 68-t truck 76-t truck 84-t truck

Carrier mass, kg 12,000 13,000 13,000/14,000*

Trailer mass, kg 7,800 7,800 7,800

Loader mass, kg 3,500 3,500 3,500

Vehicle tare mass, kg 23,300 24,300 24,300/25,300*

Max. payload of carrier, kg 12,500 18,500 24,500/25,500*

Max. payload of trailer, kg 34,200 34,200 34,200

Max. total mass of carrier, kg 28,000 35,000 42,000

Max. total mass of trailer, kg 42,000 42,000 42,000

*84-t truck has one axle more than 76-t, but smaller cabin thus two scenarios were taken into account736 
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Table 5. The average, range and variation values for the calculated load spaces for all timber 737 

assortments and the total masses for each vehicle type. 738 

 739 

 740 

Truck type Average min max SD Average min max SD

68-t truck 52.5 43.1 59.1 4.4 68.2 52.6 70 1 3.9

76-t truck 57.2 43.4 65.3 5.9 73.2 53.6 77.0 5.4

84-t truck 64.1 48.9 74.8 5.7 79.2 53.6 84.0 6.3
1 two tonnes of over mass was allowed in determining the load size 

Load size, m³ Total mass, t

741 
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Table 6. Simulation scenarios used in the study. 742 

 743 

 744 

 745 

Scenario set 1; 

distance

Scenario set 2; 

truck type Abbreviation Definition

BAU-scenario 68-t BAU_68t 68-t trucks with original road distances and 4.2m timber lengths in average

76-t BAU_76t 76-t trucks with original road distances and 4.2m timber lengths in average

84-t BAU_84t 84-t trucks with original road distances and 4.2m timber lengths in average

84-t HC 84t_HC 84-t trucks with one tonne heavier carrier (HC) than BAU_84t and 4.2m of timber lengths

68-t LT 68t_LT 68-t trucks with 5.0m of timber lengths

76-t LT 76t_LT 76-t trucks with 5.0m of timber lengths

BAU-15km 68-t BAU-15km_68t 68-t trucks with 15 km shorter road distances compared to BAU

76-t BAU-15km_76t 76-t trucks with 15 km shorter road distances compared to BAU

84-t BAU-15km_84t 84-t trucks with 15 km shorter road distances compared to BAU

BAU+15km 68-t BAU+15km_68t 68-t trucks with 15 km longer road distances compared to BAU

76-t BAU+15km_76t 76-t trucks with 15 km longer road distances compared to BAU

84-t BAU+15km_84t 84-t trucks with 15 km longer road distances compared to BAU

BAU+30km 68-t BAU+30km_68t 68-t trucks with 30 km longer road distances compared to BAU

76-t BAU+30km_76t 76-t trucks with 30km longer road distances compared to BAU

84-t BAU+30km_84t 84-t trucks with 30 km longer road distances compared to BAU  746 

747 
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Table 7. Cost accounting factors and the values used for calculating trucking costs for the 748 

truck types of the study. 749 

 750 

Cost factors 68-t truck 76-t truck 84-t truck

Fixed cost and capital factors

Truck (carrier), € 155,000 175,000 190,000

Trailer, € 79,000 79,000 79,000

Equipment, € 40,000 40,000 40,000

Crane + cabin, € 73,500 73,500 73,500

Number of truck wheels 10 12 14

Truck wheels, €/piece 650 650 650

Number of trailer wheels 20 20 20

Trailer wheels, €/piece 350 350 350

Vehicle price (tyres not included), € 334,000 352,700 366,400

Interest rate, % 3 3 3

Annual value loss, % (carrier&crane , trailer) 20 , 25 20 , 25 20 , 25

Insurance, €/year 9,000 10,000 11,000

Traffic costs, €/year 1,660 1,660 1,660

Administration costs, €/year 6,000 6,000 6,000

Maintenance costs, €/year 4,000 4,000 4,000

Uncompensated driving, €/year 2,000 2,000 2,000

Lifetime factors

Truck lifetime, years 5 5 5

Trailer lifetime, years 5 5 5

Max distance for tyres, km 120,000 120,000 120,0000 0 0

Salary factors

Driver salary, €/h 18 18 18

Indirect salary, % 68 68 680 0 0

Variable cost factors

Fuel price, €/l 1.07 1.07 1.07

Fuel consumption, l/100km 58 63 68

Lubricants cost, €/year 2,000 2,000 2,000

Repair/service, €/year 26,000 28,000 30,000

Tyres (coating), €/tyre 300 300 300

Entrepreneurial risk, margin percent, % 5 5 5751 
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Table 8. Operational data for the BAU scenarios for all truck types (75-79 km of average 752 

transport distance). 95%-confidence intervals are expressed in italics in the performance data. 753 

 754 

Data for average hauling cycle 68-t truck 76-t truck 84-t truck1 84-t truck 2

Trip duration, h 4.23 4.33 4.60 4.59

Trip distance, km 132.2 132.7 136.9 137.8

Load size, m³ 51.3 55.4 63.6 62.7

Vehicle mass (loaded), t 67.4 71.9 78.9 79.1

Driving speed, km/h 55.1 54.9 54.8 54.9

Performance data

Driving performance, m³/100km 38.9 , 0.40 41.8 , 0.39 46.5 , 0.59 45.6 ,  0.38

Productivity3, m³/h 13.3 , 0.09 14.0 , 0.09 15.2 , 0.12 15.0 , 0.08

Annual driving, km 187,558 , 1062 182,219 , 1066 178,843 , 1067 180,439 ,  968

Annual trucked volume, m³ 72,761 , 391 76,038 , 433 83,083 , 714 82,032 , 497

Fuel efficiency data

Fuel consumption, l/100km 58.0 63.0 68.0 68.0

Fuel consumption, l/m³ 1.495 1.510 1.464 1.496

Truck load data

Share of single source loads, % 58.5 56.2 52.8 53.4

Share of single assortment loads , % 78.6 77.2 75.0 75.4

Share of full loads, % 91.9 91.7 91.0 90.8

Avg. distance travelled to collect a load 4, km 27.1 , 0.54 27.6 , 0.90 30.1 , 1.26 30.2 ,  0.98
1 lighter carrier for 84-t unit; 13,000 kg
2 heavier carrier for 84-t unit; 14,000 kg
3 productivity in operating hour - breaks exluded
4 driven road distance between two or more RS storages to fill the load space  755 

756 
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Table 9. Driving and energy efficiency figures for the vehicle types and distance scenarios. 757 

Differences in %-values are the comparisons to respective scenario of the 76-tonner. 758 

 759 

Truck type BAU-15km BAU BAU+15km BAU+30km

68-t truck 49.2 , -6.8% 38.89 , -6.9% 31.5 , -7.2% 26.1 , -8.9%

76-t truck 52.8 41.8 33.9 28.6

84-t truck 57.8 , 9.4% 46.5 , 11.4% 38.0 , 12.1% 32.2 , 12.3%

Truck type BAU-15km BAU BAU+15km BAU+30km

68-t truck 1.18 , -1.2% 1.49 , -1.1% 1.84 , -0.7% 2.22 , 1.0%

76-t truck 1.19 1.51 1.86 2.12

84-t truck 1.18 , -1.3% 1.46 , -3.1% 1.79 , -3.7% 2.11 , -3.9%

Driving efficency, m³/100km

Energy efficency, l/m³

 760 

761 
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Table 10. Timber trucking costs and comparable hauling cycle distances for the vehicle types 762 

in four distance scenarios. The differences in %-values are comparisons to the respective 763 

scenario for the 76-tonner. 764 

 765 

Truck type BAU-15km BAU BAU+15km BAU+30km

68-t truck 5.23 , 2.0% 6.07 , 2.1% 6.97 , 2.3% 7.89 , 3.5%

76-t truck 5.13 5.94 6.81 7.62

84-t truck 4.92 , -4.2% 5.60 , -5.7% 6.40 , -5.9% 7.16 , -6.0%

Timber trucking costs, €/m³

766 
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Table 11. Dimension and performance data for 68-t and 76-t trucks for two average timber 767 

lengths of 4.2m (equal to the BAU scenario) and 5.0m. Differences in the %-values are 768 

comparisons to scenario for the 76-tonner and a timber length of 4.2m. 769 

 770 

 771 

Performance indicators 68-t, 4.2m 68-t, 5m 76-t, 4.2m 76-t, 5m

Total vehicle mass, t 67.4 , -6.3% 68.7 , -4.5% 71.9 74.8,  4.0%

Avg load size of timber, m³ 51.3 , -7.4% 52.9 , -4.5% 55.4 59.1, 6.7%

Trucking volume, m³/year 72,761 , -4.3% 74,113 , -2.5% 76,038 79,415 , 4.4%

Fuel consumption, l/m³ 1.50 , -1.0% 1.456 , -3.6% 1.51 1.432 , -5.1%

Trucking cost, €/m³ 6.07 , 2.2% 5.94 , 0.0% 5.94 5.69 , -4.2%

Vehicle size and average timber length

772 
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Table 12. Descriptive statistics for the RS landing volumes within a simulation year in each 773 

scenario. 774 

 775 

Truck type BAU-15km BAU BAU+15km BAU+30km

68-t truck 10,809 11,010 10,500 9,752

76-t truck 10,882 10,876 10,832 10,489

84-t truck 11,072 11,127 10,838 10,934

Truck type BAU-15km BAU BAU+15km BAU+30km

68-t truck 2,242 1,950 2,188 2,048

76-t truck 2,269 2,116 2,048 1,890

84-t truck 2,907 1,992 1,770 1,887

Average weekly volume of RS storages in year, m³ 

Deviation of RS storages' weekly volumes in year, m³ 

 776 

 777 

778 
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 779 

 780 

Figure 1. Operating environment of the timber trucking simulations showing the locations of 781 

roadside landings of timber, timber delivery places (end-use facilities and railway terminals), 782 

parking places of 4 timber trucks and a network of public roads. 783 

 784 
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 785 

Figure 2. Annual timber supply of each wood assortment for each timber truck type in BAU-786 

scenarios.787 
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 788 

 789 

Figure 3. An illustration showing how the backhauling in the timber trucking simulation 790 

model was determined. Blue colored arrow represents driving as unloaded and orange driving 791 

as loaded. 792 

 793 
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 794 

Figure 4. The logic for selecting the next RS landing, wood assortment and delivery place for 795 

the truck.796 
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 797 

Figure 5. Studied timber trucks (GVWs of 68t, 76t and 84t) as loaded by fixed length of 4.3m 798 

spruce saw logs with the fresh weight density of 790kg/m³. Picture illustrates one example of 799 

fully loaded trucks either by the GVW or by available frame volume of the load space for the 800 

case timber assortment.801 
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 802 

 803 

Figure 6. The logic of timber trucking in the simulation model.804 
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 805 

 806 

 807 

Figure 7. The average transport distance from the RS landing to the delivery place for each 808 

vehicle type in each distance scenario (the distance included loading, driving between RS 809 

landings, and driving loaded). 810 
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 811 

 812 

 813 

 814 

 815 

Figure 8. The work element distribution for each vehicle type in the BAU and BAU+30km 816 

scenarios for annual timber trucking. Loading and unloading times include waiting and 817 

interruptions associated with them. 818 
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 819 

 820 

 821 

Figure 9. Annual timber trucking volume for the 68-, 76- and 84-tonners in four different 822 

distance scenarios with 15km distance intervals. 95% confidence intervals are expressed by 823 

the error bars.824 
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 825 

 826 

 827 

Figure 10. Timber trucking costs for the vehicle types in four distance scenarios.  828 

 829 
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